
BART BAKER LIGHTS UP TIMES SQUARE WITH
PRESIDENTIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

THE VOICE OF THE NEXT GENERATION - NOT JUST THE NEXT ELECTION!!

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, February 11, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The U.S. needs a president who

cares about the future, the future of the youth of America, a visionary who’s ready to make

significant changes, a voice for the next generation. Enter Bart Baker. 

Baker just announced his focus on the next election for the next generation by “revealing” more

of himself than any other candidate has before with a billboard in Times Square. 

Sure, you may already know him as the YouTube superstar famous for parodying the biggest

music videos, making celebrities cry with laughter, and speaking to an audience of over 7 million

subscribers generating 2 billion views and counting. However, there’s a lot more to our future

president than that. Baker wants to assure you that he cares about the real issues on young

people's minds. He’s tackling issues like The Environment. “If we don’t deal with it, we’re not

going to have a planet to fight over anymore.” He also wants to fix Student Loans. As he says,

“We’re setting our students up for setbacks, not come-backs." 

"The world is crying out for a change,” Baker comments. “Taxpayers will be footing the bill for

Bernie Sanders’ life support, because let’s face it, the man is old. Donald Trump owns Casino’s,

we’ve had enough politicians gambling with our future. I’m betting we all lose more hair with

him! And Don’t get me started on Hillary, she’s more focused on deleting history than making it!

She’s afraid to hit Send."

Bart Baker is here for the next generation—not just the next election. Meet the Voice of 2MORO.

Follow him on the campaign trail now. 

www.youtube.com/BartBaker

www.Facebook.com/BartBaker

www.Instagram.com/BartBaker

Snapchat - RealBartBaker
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